NANA NANI NATWANCHE PARK AT KRANTINAGAR
PORVORIM INAUGURATED
Panaji, December 17, 2018
Agrahayana 26, 1940

The Urban Development Minister Shri Milind Naik in the presence of
Minister for Revenue Shri Rohan Khaunte inaugurated Nana Nani
Natwanche Park at Krantinagar Porvorim yesterday.
This park is constructed in an area of 8000sq.mts at Krantinagar
Porvorim. The work of the said park is executed by Goa State Urban
Development Agency. The unique of its kind park in this area is designed
keeping in mind to cater to the need of senior citizen and their grand
children, Various facilities been created in this park like jogging track,
canteen, place for yoga, badminton court, library, basketball court, stage to
place to organise cultural programme, tennis court, gym equipments for
senior citizen, amenities for children, Four kiosks have also created to make
the park with Multiple facility at one place.
Shri Naik who was the chief guest for the function while speaking
said that this park which is came up with multiple facilities will cater to the
need of surrounding people. The area of park is around 8000 sq, mts
have been developed in to a beautiful park equipped with multiple
facilities and therefore have become one of the best park in this area.
Shri Naik speaking further praised Shri Khaunte for his endeavour to
take up developmental works in this area. He said there will be no dearth of
the people in the park as the surrounding area crowded with people and
they there will advantage of the park. Any work in this park if would be
completed soon to make the park more beauifull.. Development is a non stop
activity. Only thing is required is ambition to make development. The
tendering of two garden in Succor village and in Penna De Franca would be
done soon.
Minister for Revenue Minister Shri Rohan khaunte while addressing
at the function said that a concept to utilize open area for the purpose of
senior citizen. The area which was used for dumping garbage now turned in
to a beautiful park. In spite of many obstacles it was ultimately decided to

create park for senior citizen and children. Many people have contributed for
the project.
Shri Khaunte further speaking said, Science park which is coming up
in Porvorim near Maharashtra Bank would be inaugurate on 26th Jan.2019
As we develop infrastructure the quality of life also develops. The park is
provided with multiple facilities at one place. He thanked all for their
cooperation to become the park a reality and advised to maintain the park
properly. The Government have decided to start facilities for IT in the state
and initiated process to start electronic city at Tuyem. Porvorim being
Rurban area expecting more development and he hoped that the office of
Urban Development will cooperate for the development of Porvorim
Shri Gupesh Naik ZP member, Shri Swapnil Chodankar, Sarpanch VP
Penn Smt. R. Maneka, Director of Urban Developmen also spoke on the
occasion. t
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